
 

(Company Profile) 

IAG Soft is a private company established in 1989.IAG Soft objective is to sell large number of 
software in all over the world. Its target is to sell at least one product to every Pakistan Business 
Entity such as Manufacturer, Trader, Retailer or Commercial agents. 
 

Introduction 

IAG Soft is one of the largest software developing Company in Pakistan with its twenty years’ 
experience of developing high quality software products for domestic markets. It is specialized 
in providing standard software products as well as custom application development services in 
a wide variety of fields including Manufacturing, Trading, Shipping, and Accounts. 
 

Company Office 

The company commenced its business with little resources but with the passage of time it has 
got a steep growth in terms of profits, intellectual capital and market access. Its head office is at 
Multan, acquiring a full floor (2700 sq ft) near Jallal Masque, best commercial location in 
Gulgasht Colony. 
 

Team 

The company now has a team of 14 highly professionals full time working IT experts to develop 
and guarantee state of art products, best quality services and highest level of customer support 
to its 1000+ clients and users in many cities. 
 

Franchise Partners & Affiliates 

To further expand its business swiftly the Company has recently announced a policy to make 
Franchise Sale and Customer Support Offices and Affiliates all over the country along with its 
own operated offices. Furthermore there are many Franchise Offices which are in progress and 
hopefully be finalized in coming weeks. 
  



 

Services & Expertise 

The company has expertise in a wide range of platforms and technologies including Desktop, 
Client/Server, and DOT NET platform on Windows. Various Management Information Systems 
and Decision Support Systems developed in these technologies and platforms are currently in 
production at various places with our customers and users. 
 

Products 

Besides providing state of the art IT services, IAG Soft offers a large number of ready to install 
Software Products in Pakistan with many editions and releases of each of the product for a 
wide variety of industries, business and institutions. 
Important products are as follows: 
 
COMMERCIAL WEIGH BRIDGE SYSTEM 

IAG Soft first decided to develop weighting Software because 90% of Manufactures are using 
weighbridge/Weighing Scales. IAG Soft has now achieved its goal because 80% of 
weighbridge/Weighing Scale Companies are using IAG weighting software. This Software 
Automatically receives the weight from indicator through Communication Port (RS232), displays 
the weight on computer screen, saves and print the weight slip. A list of 50 Indicators and there 
settings are built in and selectable in this software. The user can easily configure all available 
indicators. Due to Automatic Reception of weight from the port, weight is recorded accurately. 
This software also records that the weight is either received automatically from the Port or 
manually entered by the operator. All the security measures have been taken to ensure the 
actual weight and its date time. Software also provides daily weight, party wise and vehicle wise 
weight reports. 
 
CEMENT DISPATCH AND WEIGHBRIDGE SYSTEM 

Cement Dispatch and Weighbridge system helps to control leakage of any product i.e. raw 
material and finished goods (Cements). This software is developed for dispatch office, Gate 
weighbridge and loading areas. It is network-based system connected to the number of gates 
and number of weighbridges. Weight is automatically received from indicators. No manual 
entry is allowed without authentication. System does not allow exiting any excess weight of 
cement. It is an independent, stand-alone system and its data can be pushed to any other ERP 
system such as SAP, SCALA etc. 
  



 

WEIGHT VOLUME CALCULATION SYSTEM OF LIQUIDS 

The industries dealing in liquid products have to calculate their Products volumes. There are 
two methods for calculating volumes. 
 By Dip 
 By Weight 

By using Dip, they have to calibrate their tanks or boozers by using their dimensions .By weight 
they have to use temperature and specific gravity. This software is used for calculating volume 
of liquid products through Weight and Dip methods. This software also provides a comparison 
between Volumes calculated by two methods. This software is specially designed for Oil 
Refineries, Petroleum Sale Dips and Thermal Power stations etc. 
 
TEXTILE SERVER 

A Complete ERP System that controls all the departments inside a textile mill (spinning unit). 
Starting from Cotton Bail Arrivals (purchase), it keeps record of Bails Stacking position, Issue of 
Bails and Remaining Stock. It also records Yarn production, packing of yarn, sale of yarn and 
yarn stocks. This software has more than 100 reports, which gives 100% accurate picture of 
Factory Process. 
 
TEXTILE WASTE SYSTEM 

Textile waste system is an independent module which is based on cotton issue to blow room, 
Receive of different wastes, Reissue of waste to blow room, waste yield, waste stocks, Sale of 
waste and more than 50 Reports. 
 
YARN SALE SYSTEM 

A major part of textile mill (spinning) is to sale their products (Yarn) to local and international 
markets. This software controls import and export contracts, Productions, delivery orders, Gate 
passes, Sale invoice, yarn stock and accounts. 
 
POWER LOOM SERVER 

Multan is a very big market of power loom. Thousands of looms are weaving cloth, Bead 
Sheets, Kitchen Towels, Napkins, Shawls, etc. A major part of textile business is to sell their 
products in local and international market. Loom Server is specially designed in both Urdu and 
English Languages for this type of small and large industry. Loom Server is a complete ERP 
System that controls all the process from purchase of raw material to sale of finished goods. For 
example, yarn purchase, Arrival and stacking of yarn, Dying, Sizing, Warping, Beam issue and 
receive, production, Finishing of products, stock at each stage, Accounts Receivable / Payable 
and profit etc. 
  



 

GIN SERVER (ENGLISH/URDU) 

Gin Server is the leading software in ginning industry of Pakistan. From Hyderabad to Sahiwal, 
more than 300 cotton factories in more than 40 cities of Pakistan are successfully running and 
satisfied by this software. With 7 years of extensive experience of cotton industry software, IAG 
Soft has now developed the latest version of this product called Gin Server XP. Gin Server XP 
automates all of the process and jobs of the factory such as Arrivals, Weighing, Purchase of 
cotton, Ginning, Weight notes, Sales, Departures, Production in Oil Mill, Sales of all by-products 
of Oil Mill and especially all of your factory financial matters. By keeping record of Heaps, Bags, 
Stocks, Purchase and selling information, Brokerages and many other data it provides more 
than 100 reports based on recorded data. This beautiful and very easy to use software can be 
interfaced with electronic weighing scale to get automatic weight directly into a computer, 
which can be accessed by an unlimited number of computers in a network. 
 

FLOUR SERVER 

Flour Server is a software product designed to automate process of a flour mill such as Arrivals, 
Purchase from Markets and purchase from food department, Production, Sales, Bags stocks, 
Commodities Stocks and all kind of accounting tasks with latest double entry transaction 
techniques but with ease of use. 
Flour Server is highly customizable to users, where one can create unlimited number of 
commodities (Products), processes, bags types or bags classes, PR Centers of his own choice. In 
addition to this richness it is so user friendly that no one feels any difficulty to work with Flour 
Server. 
Flour Server is rapidly going to be popular in all over Pakistan from Karachi to Wah Cantt 
because it is the only well designed software in the market that fulfills all needs of a flourmill of 
every size. 
 

RICE SERVER 

Rice Server is the first ever built software product in Pakistan designed to automate all 
processes of a Rice Mill such as Arrivals, Purchases, Production, Sales, Bags stock, Commodities 
Stocks and all kind of accounting tasks with latest double entry transaction techniques but with 
ease of use. 
Although it is a new product but within a short period of time it has attracted many Rice Mill 
owners and managers and now they have a competitive edge over their competitors. 
Rice Server is a highly customizable product where one can create unlimited number of 
commodities (Products), processes, bags types or bags classes of his own choice. In addition to 
its richness it is so user friendly that no one feels any difficulty to work with Rice Server. 
  



 

SOLVENT SERVER 

Solvent Plant Server is a complete ERP solution that is automatically connected with Head office 
and Factory area. Solvent Plant is based on Server module i.e. Finance, Purchase, Process, Sale, 
Inventory of spare parts (Optional), Attendance and Pay Roll. 
(Optional). 
Solvent Server is rapidly going to be popular in Solvent plant industry in all over Pakistan from 
Karachi to Khyber because it is the only well designed software in the market that fulfills all 
needs of both Solvent Plant factory area and Head offices. Solvent Server automates all 
processes of a Solvent Plant such as Arrivals, Purchases from Import and local markets, 
Production, and Sales, Bags stocks, Raw Material Stocks, oil stocks and all kind of financial tasks 
with latest double entry Accounting System. Solvent Server supports data entry on both ends 
i.e. Head office and factory Area. 
 

OIL SERVER 

Oil Server is ac accounts and Management Software for Oil Mills. Whether you are running a 
small oil mill unit or a large solvent plant, Oil Server fulfills all the needs of managers of such Oil 
mills and plants. It helps to manage records of contracts, purchases, bags, production, sales, 
Account ledgers, Bank Ledgers, profits, balance sheets and trail balances. It is so easy to 
operate and strongly defined that people with a little knowledge of accounts and factory 
process, can control all the factory matters with it. 
 
APNA ACCOUNTANT 

APNA Accountant is a double entry accounting system in both English and Urdu languages. 
APNA Accountant is standard non-customizable software. APNA Accountant is for people who 
have their business and want to know that how much cash they will receive form the other 
parties or how much they will pay to other parties This software also tell them about there 
profit and loss by just one click their mouse button. With more then 40 reports, this software 
can provide all the necessary information to its user. This software also automatically keeps the 
backup of your records to avoid data loss. In case of system crash data can be restored from 
these backups. APNA Accountant is available everywhere for on a very reasonable price. It has 
series of following software’s: 
 GL (General Ledger) 

Double entry Accounting System 
 SB (Small Business) 

Accounting and inventory control for all trades 
 SI (Small Industry) 

Account inventory and Manufacturing control System 
 DS (Departmental Store) 

Software for controlling the departmental store system 



 

PHARMA SERVER 

Pharma Server is the largest selling software product in Pakistan used by pharmaceutical 
distributions, supply chains and wholesale businesses. With more than 180 users all over the 
country it has proven its richness of reports, stability, ease of use and cost benefit ratio. 
 
GASOLINE SERVER 

Gasoline Server the most successful software to manage a fuel filling stations and related 
service centers. It is a comprehensive integrated Information System that not only makes easy 
to manage all day-to-day activities ranging from fuel filling to car wash and managing contracts 
and many other activities. All the modules are integrated with state of art Business Accounting 
System that guarantees quick, comprehensive and fully updated stock and accounting reports 
on a single key click. 
 
AUTOMOBILE SERVER 

Automobile Sever is specially designed for Automobile dealers and distributors who have 
repairing, maintenance and Service Departments. This software is also for those who sell spare 
parts. This software is based on Four Modules: 
 Job Card (Vehicle Registration) 
 Purchase of Parts 
 Sale of Parts (Counter Sale and Requisition sale) 
 Accounts 

This Software also provides progress of workers, in-house parts stocks and their stacking 
position and Receivable / Payable Details. 
 
TELECOM FRANCHISE CONTROL SYSTEM 

As the telecom sector is spreading its branches in all over the Pakistan. IAG Soft have designed 
the Cell Phone franchise control Software which controls and automates all the Franchise 
Records. As there are many Franchises such as Zong, Mobilink, Telenor and Ufone in the 
market, IAG Soft team designed the software that can easily manage the records of their 
franchise offices. This software controls the accounts, SIM stocks, Golden numbers, and their 
own office stocks, stocks at RSO, RSO sale, and collection and end users authentication i.e. 
(Name, id, Numbers etc). 
 
CLEARING AGENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

There are number of clearing companies which are providing services for import and export of 
products from one country to another country. This software provides a computerized 
accounting system, party contracts, their service bills and expenses done on behalf of party. It 



 

also provides supply register. Import and export register, party wise expenses summary, 
destination expense summary and shipping expenses summary. 
At the moment company is providing its products and services to many cities of Pakistan from 
Khyber to Karachi. In terms of Area Coverage IAG Soft is one of the largest domestic IT Service 
Providing Company in Pakistan. 
 

Customers 

We at IAG Soft, have successfully designed, developed and deployed Information System for 
more than 1100 Industries, Businesses organizations and other Institutions. As IAG Soft is 
growing and getting more knowledge and experience its speed of developing and deploying 
software is continuously increasing? For example in 2005 it has automated (computerized) one 
industry, business or other institution every day. 
 

Next Move 

Now the IAG Soft is making its Franchises in more than 10 cities. 
More details are available at: 

http://www.iagsoft.com.pk/ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


